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THE AUSTRO-GERMAN  ALLIANCE OF  1879
The hostility between Russia and Germany was not
confined merely to personal bitterness between the Minis-
ters or to the recriminations of newspapers. In the com-
missions established for executing the terms of the Treaty
of Berlin, the German delegates sided regularly with Aus-
tria against Russia.  In reply, Russia undertook a vigorous
increase in armaments-and pushed her troops westward into
Poland toward the German frontier.  "Russia must prepare
for War," declared General Miliutin, and his declaration
was reiterated by the Pan-Slavs.   At last, in the summer
of 1879, even Alexander himself, unable longer to restrain
his feelings, poured out his grievances to the German Am-
bassador in St. Petersburg, and wrote a letter to Emperor
William complaining of Bismarck's policy and warning
him of "the disastrous consequences which might follow," 19
At about the same time Bismarck heard that his friend
Andrassy was soon to resign and was likely to be replaced
by Baron Haymerle, on whose friendship he did not feel
sure that he could count.   In view of the danger from
Russia he decided to seek at once a defensive alliance with
Austria while Andrassy was still in office.   He accordingly
drew up with him the Treaty of October 7, 1879, which
established the Austro-German Alliance.   He would have
liked a treaty in which Austria and Germany would promise
to support each other in case either were attacked by a
third Power, whether Russia, Prance, or Italy.  But Austria
was unwilling to expose her eastern frontier to a Russian
attack by promising unconditionally to assist Germany in
the West in case the French should undertake a war of
revenge.   Austria was mainly concerned with the danger
from the side of Russia.   Therefore the treaty provided
that should Austria or Germany be attacked by Russia, the
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